15" x 15" Manual Digital Heat Press Machine with Thicker Heating
Panel
Item Code: HTM-HP3801

FOB Price:

$233/set

Mini Order:

3 packs

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

76.6lb (34.81kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
. Thicker heating panel with competive price.
. Digital control by the SCM program PID operation PWM way of output,
all of which prolong the life-span and save power.
. Double LED display dashboards display time and temperature seperately.
. Easy to operate and maitain.
Description:
This Manual heat press is the machine that presses image onto an imprintable substrate. It adopts digital control technology and double
LED display dashboards and uses thicker heating panel but competive price. Using high temperatures and pressures for a certain
amount of time, the transfer is permanently embedded into `the` product, which is recommended for its professional and perfect
transffering effect.
Notice: Color of the machine is variable, and the color is random according to the ones in stock when you buy the machine.
Certainly, you can choose the color we have made but need time to finish if it's not in stock. Also, you can customize the color
you like but need extra cost and large order.
Related Products

Application:
This Manual heat press Machine is widely used in transferring image to table cloth, T-shirts, bags, pillowcase and others with flat surface
which are made of textile, knitting, non-woven, chemical fibre or cotton materials, and metal sheet, adorment, etc.
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Specifications

Thicker heating panel with competive price. . Digital

Single Working table

Specifications:
Voltage: 110/220V
Power: 1400W
Temprature Range: 0-399?
Time Range: 0-999sec
Working Size: 15"×15" (380×380mm)

Tags
38 x 38cm Manual Digital Heat Press Machine 15" x 15" Manual Digital Heat Press Machine
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what is the minimum quantity of T-Shirt?

For our blank T-shirt, Unit price $2.71/pc. MOQ:180PCS Then, we also have different material cotton and polyester
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T-shirt. Thanks
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Also can the continuous ink system be installing in an HP printer?

If your HP printer is inkjet printer, you can install ink continuous system. Thanks
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can I HP printer for the mug and one for the T-Shirts.

No,Hp prninter cann't.
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How much for the Epson continuos ink system?

If Epson R230,continuos ink system with ink, unit price $89/set
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Can I transfer images to platic baby bottle ?

You can't transfer images on plastic unless the material has temperature resistance..
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where i will get the machines from `the` airport or you will send it to my door

It depends . if shipping by air , you will need to get the machine from `airport` .if it is by express ,then the machine
will send to your door.
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